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ABSTRACT — This paper deals with the
performance analysis of an improved converter
which is capable of supplying reactive .power of
other 3-phase linear loads at the common point
of connection to the ac mains. The converter
with sinusoidal unity power-factor input
currents can provide regulated dc voltage to
feed applications such as adjustable speed
drives (ASD). It employs a P-I based dc
voltage controller and carrierless PWM
hysteresis current control. A detailed dynamic
model of the scheme is developed and
simulated to study the effect of changes in dc
and auxiliary ac loads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Majority of the loads on ac distribution system
have the lagging power-factor and draw
reactive power from ac source, causing low
efficiency and poor utilization of equipments
such as feeder, transformer, etc. In recent
years, there is an increase in the number of
loads which need regulated dc voltage [1-10]
such as adjustable speed drives (ASD)
comprisir,g inverter fed cage motors,
synchronous motors, switched reluctance
motors and permanent magnet motors. These
ASDs should generally have the capability of
regenerative braking.

Such loads need a converter capable of
providing bidirectional active power-flow and
constant dc voltage. This paper is an attempt to
investigate and design a converter which has
these features and can also improve the power-
factor of ac source when other reactive 3-phase
loads are on the ac bus. A 3-phase voltage
source converter using IGBTs with hysteresis
current control is employed as the converter
structure. The detailed analytical model is
developed to study the steady state and
transient behavior, of the overall system. The
source impedance is also considered in the
study.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND
CONTROL SCHEME

Fig. 1 shows the fundamental building block of
the proposed converter system. It is comprised
of a standard 3-phase voltage source IGBT
based bridge converter with dc bus having
capacitor and a load. A hysteresis rule based
carrierless PWM current control technique is
used to provide fast dynamic response of the
converter. The source impedance and an input
filter inductance are also considered. To
demonstrate reactive power compensation
capability of the converter system a lagging
power-factor linear load is connected at the
common ac bus. :

AC Source i

Auxiliary Load

Fig. 1 Fundamental Building Block of the
Converter System

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the control
scheme of converter system. DC bus voltage
(vdc), ac terminal voltage (v,,, v,b vsc), load
( ib , iLb, i h ) and converter ac currents (i t a icb,
icc) are sensed to control the converter. AC
source supplies fundamental active power
component of ac load current and a
fundamental component of the converter ac
current to maintain constant dc bus voltage.
The latter component of ac source current is to
feed the dc bus load and the losses in the
converter such as switching losses. Sensed dc
bus voltage of the converter and its reference

value (v i c) are processed in the P-I voltage

controller. The output of the P-I controller is

considered as peak of ac source current I s m .
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A set of unit vectors in phase with ac terminal
voltages is derived using their sensed value.
The peak source current is multiplied with unit
templates to generate three-phase sinusoidal

reference source current (isa, ist>, isc). Sensed
load currents are substracted from reference
source currents to generate reference ac

converter currents ica, I&, i c c . These 3-

phase reference converter currents and sensed
converter currents are processed by the
hysteresis carrierless PWM current controller to
derive the gating signals for the IGBTs of the
converter. In response to these gating signals,
the converter impresses 3-phase PWM voltages
to cause the flow of 3-phase currents through
inductors, to meet reactive components of
auxiliary loads and the active power of dc bus
load.

Compute Peak Source
Current using P-I Controller

Fig. 2 Control Scheme of the Converter
System

Ill. MODELING OF THE CONVERTER
SYSTEM

The system comprises the ac source with an
impedance (Ls7 R J , auxiliary three-phase
lagging power load (RL? LL) , IGBT based
bridge converter, with an ac input inductance
(L,) having small resistance (&), dc bus
capacitor (Cd), load @..-J), and control scheme of
the converter. The components of the system
are analysed separltely and integrated to
develop the compl:*te model to simulate the
performance of the Lonverter system.

A. Control Scheme

The operation of the control scheme has been
discussed in the previous section. Here, the
basic equations for different blocks are
developed in sequence.

Computation of Peak Source Current

The peak of source unity power-factor current

(I i m) is computed using a P-I controller over

the dc bus voltage (vdc) of the load and its

desired reference value (v<}c).

The output of P-I voltage eontroller (vO(,,)) at
nth sampling instant is:

vO(n) = vO(n-l)

{ver(n) " ver(n-l)} + *i Ver(n)
(1)

where VO(~-~ is the output of P-I controller at

(n-l)th, sampling instant. ver(n) = (v&.- vdc )
is the error in dc bus voltage at nth instant and
~~~(~-1) is t h e e r r o r m dc b u s voltage at (n-1)th
instant. k, and ki are the proportional and
integral gain constants of the P-I controller.

his output of P-I voltage controller (Vo(n1) is

limited to a safe value and considered as peak

source current I , , .

Source Instantaneous Reference Currents
Generation

Unity power-factor, three-phase instantaneous

reference source currents (Isa,.* isb,.* isc).* are
esimated using unit current templates in phase
with terminal voltages as:

.* **sa ~ 1sn

.*
Isb.* = km usb (2)

*5P — I sm U:SC
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where Usa, usb and u s , are unit current templates
in phase with ac terminal voltage andestimated

as:

usa =

"sb = v s b /V s m

usc = Vsc/Ysm

(3)

Vsa, Vsb and v sc are three-phase terminal
voltages and V s m is their peak value. In
practice, these voltages are sensed, but here in
simulation these are computed using ac mains
voltage (e,,, e& and esc) and source impedance
(Rs, Ls) as:

vsa ~ esa 'sa *-"s P *s
(4)

where p is the differential operator (d/dt).
Current is,, isb and is, and their derivatives are
obtained by adding converter currents (ica, icb
and im) and auxiliary load currents (iLa, iLb and
ib) and their respective derivatives.

The peak value of ac terminal voltages (Vsm) is
computed as:

(5)

Voltages e,,, qb a n d e,, are the instantaneous
ac mains three-phase voltages and may be
expressed as:

(6)e,b=E,,sin(at-27~/3)
e,,=E,,sin(at-47~/3)

where E s m is the peak of mains voltage and o is
the frequency of the ac mains in rad/sec.

Reference Converter Currents Computation

The three-phase converter reference currents
are computed using reference supply currents in
Eq. (2) and the sensed load Currents (ih, i
and iLc) as:

'cb=1sb~1Lb (')
.* .*
kc- - 1sc - iLc

Hysteresis Based Current Controller

The current controller decides t&switching
pattern of the converter devices. %e switching
logic is formqlated as follows: 4 T~

If iCa C( iza-hb) upper switch is OFF and
lower switch is ON for leg "a" (SA = 1).

If i , , > ( i : , + hb) upp e r switch is ON and
lower switch is OFF for leg "aa (SA = 0).

The swtiching functions SB and SC for phase b
and c are obtained similarly, using the
corresponding reference and measured currents
and the hysteresis band hb.

The converter currents ica, icb and Lc are
regulated to be in good agreement with the

reference values ica, icb and I,,.

B. Converter Modeling
Three-phase terminal voltages (Vsa, v,b, vsc)
through ac input impedance (Lc, &) are the
input to tlie, converter (three-phase IGBT based
VSI bridge)' with a dc bus capacitor (Cd) and dc
load (Rd) is at its output. The converter
operating in the current controlled mode is
modeled by the following differential
equations:

Pica = -(Rc/Lc)ica +(vsa ~ vca)/LC (8)

Pice =-(Rc/Lc)icc +(v
Sc -Vcc)/Lc (10)

(11)

Vca, vcb and vcc are the three-phase PWM
voltages reflected on ac input' side of the
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converter expressed in terms of the
instantaneous dc bus voltage (Vdc) and
switching functions as:

200

v c a =(v d c /3 ) (2sA-SB-SC)

Vcb = (vdc/3)(-SA + 2SB - SC)

v C c =(v d c /3)( -SA-SB-2SC)

C. Auxiliary Load

(12)

The auxiliary load is a three-phase balanced
lagging power-factor load (RL, L C ) at the

i l y b d
g g g p (

common teQnals and may be modeled as:

The set of first order differential equations (8-
11) and (13-15) along with other expressions
define the dynamic model of the converter
system. These equations are solved using
fourth order Runge-Kutta method in
FORTRAN to analyse the transient and steady
state performance of the converter system.

N. PERFORMANCE OF THE
CONVERTER SYSTEM

Performance characteristics of the converter
system with proposed control scheme are given
in Figs. 3-4 illustrating the steady state and
transient behaviour at varying dc and auxiliary
ac loads. The parmeters of the system studied
are given in the Appendix.

Fig. 3 shows the terminal voltage (vs), auxiliary
lagging power factor load current (ib), supply
currents (isat ish, isc). converter current ( i c 3 , dc
bus load current (id) and dc bus voltage (vdc)
for dc bus load change from 1 kW to 4 kW and
again to 1 kW. Supply currents remain exactly
sinusoidal at unity power-factor and settle to
new values without any major transients during
the change of load. P-I voltage controller
maintains a constant dc bus voltage and results
in excellent dynamic response. Less than f 1 %
dip or rise in its value are observed during
addition and removal of dc load.
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Fig. 3 Performance of the Converter System
for DC Load Change from 1 kW to
4 kW to 1 kW at AC Load of 3 kW,
0.8 Lagging Power-Factor

Fig. 4 shows the performance of converter
system when the power-factor of the auxiliary
ac load changes from 0.8 to 0.6 to 0.8 lagging
at 3 kW. Source currents remain sinusoidal at
unity power-factor and af constant magnitude.
However, converter currents increase to meet
extra reactive power required by auxiliary ac
load. There is a very small dc bus voltage
oscillation (less than 0.2 %) at change of
power-factor of ac load. An excellent dynamic
performance of the converter system is
observed from Fig. 4 in which the various
parameters settle down within a cycle of ac
mains. The reactive power component of
auxiliary load currents is supplied by the
converter. Consequently, supply currents
remain at unity power-factor and sinusoidal.
The converter is able to give satisfactory
performance both as a rectifier and as an ideal
reactive power compensator.
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Fig. 4 Performance of the Converter System
for AC Load Power-Factor Change
from 0.8 to 0.6 to 0.8 Lagging at 3 kW
and DC Load of 1kW

V. CONCLUSIONS

The P-I controller based converter system is
observed to be quite effective to provide
reactive power compensation of ac loads and
regulated dc power. Excellent performance of
the converter has been demonstrated as a
reactive1 power compensator and an ideal
rectifier. The converter system has maintained
sinusoidal supply currents in phase with
terniirial voltages resulting in unity power-
factor of the ac source both in steady state and
transient conditions.
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VPI. APPENDIX

Vs (r,,/phase) = 127 V, F = 60 Hz, Ls = 0.125
mH, Rs = 0.01 ohms, Lc = 2.4mH, & = 0.11
ohms, RL = 10.32 and 5.81 ohms, LL = 20.536
mH, kp = 3.2532, ki = 0.175.
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